BUSINESS DONE BETTER.
[whatever your business is]
ADVANCED
INVENTORY
COUNT
Mobile Warehouse
Data Collection

Inventory Management

Shop Floor Data Collection

Canadian Payroll

NavXtender

INSIGHT
Point of Sale

Integrated Shipping

Configurator

Document Drag and Drop

Planning and Scheduling

Insight Works specializes in providing barcode solutions that integrate seamlessly with
Microsoft Dynamics NAV. Instead of writing expensive and unproven code, put our
proven products and domain expertise to work for you.

www.dmsiworks.com

Industry Proven Solutions

Mobile Warehouse Data Collection
Inventory and warehouse managers often find themselves battling inefficient
operations due to inaccurate warehouse transactions and time-consuming
manual tracking. With Warehouse Insight, this is now a thing of the past. With
support for all NAV Location configurations and item tracking configurations,
Warehouse Insight brings mobile device integration to a warehouse setting.
Use the same device for any location configuration, including
non-mandatory bins and directed pick
Get real-time access to NAV warehouse, inventory, and
production data on the shop floor with hand-held devices
Perform all inventory and warehouse operations from handheld devices
Scan directly to sales and production documents for
ad-hoc picking
Capture lot and serial numbers for any transaction
Use License Plating to streamline warehouse operations
Easily customize views and menus on hand-held computers

www.WMSforDynamics.com
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Industry Proven Solutions

Shop Floor Data Collection
Shop Floor Insight is a comprehensive solution for barcoded time capture, field
service, time and attendance, and employee time management.
Shop Floor Insight integrates directly with NAV to capture work progress and material usage in realtime, dramatically reducing the effort to manage production and job data.
Eliminate manual time entry with barcode scanning for Production Orders, Jobs, Assembly Orders, and
Maintenance
Capture operational data on the shop floor or in the field, including consumption, output, scrap, and
quality
Record non-productive and rework time for advanced reporting
Record time and attendance based on employee shifts with exception reporting
Multi-level time card approval from shop floor or NAV
Automatically calculate overtime and shift differentials for integration with payroll systems
Access via a web browser to enable data entry from mobile devices in the field or shop floor

www.ShopFloorforDynamics.com
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Industry Proven Solutions

ADVANCED
INVENTORY
COUNT

Inventory Management
Why make physical inventory counts harder than they already are? Advanced
Inventory Count enables inventory managers to simplify inventory and cycle
counts with comprehensive data entry, reconciliation, posting, and analysis tools.
Easily perform manually-entered or barcoded inventory
counts and cycle counts
Automatically reconcile and post lot or serial number
discrepancies
Predefine count sheets or allow users to complete ad
hoc inventory counts.
Create formal recount sheets to track count issues and
resolutions
Retain historical statistics for prior counts to judge
trends and performance
Supports all location configurations, from nonmandatory bins to directed pick with warehouse item
tracking
For non-barcoded counts, allows multi-user manual
entry and ability to add to count sheets on the fly

www.InventoryforDynamics.com
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Industry Proven Solutions

Integrated Shipping
Streamline tedious and error-prone shipping tasks by seamlessly integrating
Dynamic Ship into your Dynamics NAV ERP system. Shop floor employees will
reduce manual entry errors by scanning packages directly into Dynamics NAV.
You will realize money and time savings by working directly with multiple carriers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Savings in the warehouse from stream-lined
processes that provide information in real-time
Detailed package management
Enhanced accuracy in shipping fees based on
actual item weight
Carrier integration with all major carriers
including UPS and FedEx
Simple NAV interface with scanning support
Fully integrated with Insight Works’ Warehouse
Insight module
Functionality at a price point SMBs can afford

Lower Shipping Costs

Real-time rates ensure proper
carrier service selection and accurate
customer billing.

Hand-held Integration

Leverage NAV terminals to build and scan
packages and generate labels and rates
directly from carriers.

Accurate. Credible. Reliable.

Dynamic Ship provides carrier service
information and rates based on package
weight, dimensions, and destination through
direct connectivity to the carrier via the
internet so you know the most current
information prior to shipments.

Simply click and choose!
www.ShippingforDynamics.com

1 877 488 6116

Quote freight rates while taking an
order and automatically post changes
to the sales order.
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Industry Proven Solutions

Canadian Payroll
Canadian Payroll

For anyone responsible for payroll runs who wants to
simplify their process, Canadian Payroll for Dynamics
NAV and Dynamics 365 Business Central is a complete
Canadian payroll solution that is easy to set up and use.
Canadian Payroll helps you pay and manage both hourly
and salary-based employees.

Point of Sale

INSIGHT

POS Insight is an affordable and easy-to-use point of sale
solution built right into Dynamics NAV and Dynamics 365
that allows organizations to quickly and easily add retail
capabilities to their system. POS Insight is packed with all
the features you’d expect from a powerful Point of Sale
system, but in a simple and cost effective package.

Configure Price Quote
Improve your ability to accurately quote products that
have multiple potential options and configurations.
Create Assemble-to-Order configurations directly from
quotes and orders, or create production BOMs for more
complex production environments with precision using
NAV Sales Configurator from Insight Works.
1 877 488 6116
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Industry Proven Solutions
NavXtender

Document Drag and Drop

NavXtender from Insight Works is a free utility that
enables users to attach documents to any Microsoft
Dynamics NAV record with a simple drag and drop.
With NavXtender, you’ll easily associate customer
POs to orders; invoices to POs; quality documents to
receipts; or any other file to any card in NAV.

Planning and Scheduling
MxAPS transforms production planning and scheduling from an inaccurate
and time-consuming task into a responsive, repeatable, and highly accurate
decision support activity.
In today’s highly volatile and extremely competitive manufacturing environment, production
planning and scheduling systems must enable you to respond to unforeseen events and
production realities without sacrificing hard-won efficiencies. MxAPS is the key to responsively and
repeatedly meeting manufacturing objectives.
•

Improve customer service levels by producing
more realistic production schedules

•

Unlock revenue potential by improving
resource and equipment utilization

•

Minimize the cost of production

•

Reduce WIP, finished goods inventory, and
lead times

•

Increase throughput, machine utilization and
inventory turns

1 877 488 6116
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About Insight Works
Insight Works is a leader in Operational Productivity Improvement through the
efficient implementation of add-ons for Microsoft Dynamics NAV ERP business
systems. Insight Works has focused their efforts on helping Manufacturing,
Warehousing, and Distribution companies get the most out of Microsoft
Dynamics NAV ERP.

Put Our Domain Expertise to Work for You

Insight Works has extensive experience developing
productivity solutions for clients in the manufacturing
and distribution industries. It’s what we know and
what we do well. Based on our experience and industry
feedback, we have developed a collection of add-ons
for Microsoft Dynamics NAV that promotes operational
efficiency from the shop floor to the boardroom.

Gold Certified

We’re proud to uphold the strict standards
that the Microsoft Gold ERP Certification
requires as it speaks to our ability to
develop world-class products that make a
positive impact for our clients.

We’ve Been There

Because we’ve been on both sides of the
implementation experience, we understand
the unique needs of all users. At Insight
Works, our “shop floor to the top floor”
approach is what makes our employees and
our products so responsive.

Always Up To Date

As Microsoft NAV evolves, so do our products.
You and your clients can be sure that you’re
working with up-to-the-minute tools that reflect
the most current ERP technology.

Contact Insight Works
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